
YOU AND YOUR DAUGHTER. By Rose Hacker. (Four Square Books, 1964, 3s. ^ 
The question that leaps to mind on reading Rose Hacker's book is?at what rea" 

ship is she aiming? If it is young "intelligent" parents, one cannot help feeling 1, 
they will have read a very great deal of what Mrs. Hacker has to say already in 
or other of Dr. Spock's three excellent books. There can be little doubt that she coV' 
much the same ground as he does, and he is very widely read indeed by this partis 
grouP- ,n 

Alternatively, she may intend her book for the not quite so "with-it", and one ral'a 
suspects this from her explanations, in brackets, of relatively simple technical^1 
If this is so, then the book would undoubtedly be helpful. But would it be read ̂  
this type of parent? 
A great deal of the book is sound, but one has the feeling all the way through 

Mrs. Hacker expects the parents of daughters to be positive saints and extreif'r 
uninhibited into the bargain. 

Imagine the embarrassment of Mama as three-year-old daughter cheerfully p'J 
up at a coffee party that she saw her Daddy's penis in the bath this morning. 
Hacker believes that the correct words for parts of the body should be tau? 
from the start, and maybe she is right; but what ordinary parent could take it? ^ 

s 

are not so uninhibited as Mrs. Hacker obviously wants us to be, and on that , 

point one can't help but feel that the advice for treatment of teenage daughters is gre3 ( 
idealised. Surely, most human beings have feelings of constraint about sex as a 
part of their nature, and the glib way in which we are told to discuss it with cy 
daughters is far, far easier said than done. 

Finally, a word of total disagreement. Slapping your daughter is "cowardly f 
stupid" says Rose Hacker; she'll feel you no longer love her. To quote Dr. Spock, i' 
less poisonous to spank than express a lengthy disapproval. Unfortunately, we pare' ] 

must let off steam sometimes, and a more realistic attitude to this human frailty wo11 
have made Mrs. Hacker's book far more convincing?and acceptable. Dinah LamP i 


